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	Connections between the theory of hyperbolic manifolds and the theory of
	automata are deeply interwoven in the history of mathematics of this century.


	The use of symbol sequences to study dynamical systems originates in the
	work of Kocbe [Koc27, Koe29] and Morse [Mor87j, who both used symbol
	saliences to code geodesies on a surface of constant, negative curvature. Er
	godic theorists have been motivated by the consideration of geodesic flows on
	hyperbolic manifolds, amongst, other things, to consider shifts of finite type.
	The concept of a "sophic system" is simply the ergodic theorist's specialized
	name for what is known in other branches of science as a finite state automa
	ton. In [BS79], Bowen and Series describe Markov partitions related to the
	action of certain groups of hyperbolic isometries on the boundary space.


	Another fundamental contribution was made by Max Dehn [Deh87]. He
	was the first person to point out the importance of the word problem in
	Ð´Ð³Ð¾Ð¸Ñ€theory. His solution in the case of fundamental group of a surface is
	very much in the spirit of what we are doing, namely a geometric approach
	lo group theory. He was aware that geodesies in the Cayley graph of such a
	group follow certain rules (formalized in this book by the use of a finite state
	automaton), and that rules also characterize pairs of geodesies ending at the
	Ñ‡Ð°ÑˆÐµpoint. His work was confined to the use of generators with geometric
	significance.


	In 1978 Thurston and Cannon had a conversation at the International
	Congress of Mathematicians in Helsinki about growth functions of groups, in
	which Thurston conjectured that, the growth function of a hyperbolic group is
	rational. Cannon had already worked out. cone types (page 66) for a number
	of examples of group presentations, and he later discovered that his coinputa
	»i<mis of cone types could easily be used to find growth functions and show that
	they were rational. Further investigations by Cannon [Can84] showed once
	again the connections between recursive processes and hyperbolic phenom
	ena. Thurston observed that Cannon's results had an appropriate expression
	in terms of finite state automata in two variables.
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Running LinuxO'Reilly, 2005
You may be contemplating your first Linux installation. Or you may have been using Linux for years and need to know more about adding a network printer or setting up an FTP server. Running Linux, now in its fifth edition, is the book you'll want on hand in either case. Widely recognized in the...
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JIRA Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	This book is your one-stop resource for mastering JIRA extension and customization. You will
	learn how to create your own JIRA plugins, customize the look-and-feel of your JIRA UI, work
	with workflows, issues, custom fields, and much more.


	The book starts with recipes on simplifying the plugin development process followed by...
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Corrosion Prevention and Protection: Practical SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	There are many books and monographs on corrosion, such as Corrosion and Corrosion Control by H. H. Uhlig and R. W. Revie; Corrosion Engineering by M. G. Fontana and N. D. Greene; Principles and Prevention of Corrosion by D. A. Jones; An Introduction to Corrosion and Protection of Metals by G. Wranglen; and Corrosion for Science and...
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Pro SQL Server 2005 Database Design and OptimizationApress, 2006
Pro SQL Server 2005 Database Design and Optimization will teach you effective strategies for designing proper databases. It covers everything from how to gather business requirements to logical data modeling and normalization. It then shows you how to implement your design on SQL Server 2005.

The authors also describe how to...
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Code Generation with RoslynApress, 2017

	Learn how Roslyn's new code generation capability will let you write software that is more concise, runs faster, and is easier to maintain. You will learn from real-world business applications to create better software by letting the computer write its own code based on your business logic already defined in lookup tables....
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A First Course in Topos Quantum Theory (Lecture Notes in Physics) (Volume 868)Springer, 2013

	In the last five decades various attempts to formulate theories of quantum gravity have been made, but none has fully succeeded in becoming the quantum theory of gravity. One possible explanation for this failure might be the unresolved fundamental issues in quantum theory as it stands now. Indeed, most approaches to quantum gravity...
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